
Raw materials
The key raw material is steel scrap, of which the UK has abundant supplies 
– 8 million tonnes of scrap are currently exported from the UK every year.

An additional iron source – Direct Reduced Iron (DRI), Hot Briquetted Iron 
(HBI) or pig iron – will enable Tata Steel to manufacture the 

highest-quality steel products for customers.

Investment in a new electric arc furnace, two new ladle metallurgy furnaces and new pickle tanks, as well as upgrades to two casters and the hot strip mill.

£1.25 billion investment at Tata Steel UK

Applications
EAF steel can be used in construction, 

automotive, household appliances, heavy 
vehicles, packaging and much more.

Continuous casting
Tata Steel will also invest in two of Port Talbot’s 
casters (Caster 1 and 3) which transform molten 

steel into solid rectangular slabs.

Cold rolling
The second largest part of the investment will be in a 

new set of pickling tanks for the cold mill. The pickling 
tanks clean the surface of the steel prior to cold rolling 

to improve the surface �nish ahead of downstream 
processes such as galvanising and painting.

Hot strip mill
The mill transforms hot slabs of steel into 
hot-rolled coil. The investment includes a 
new coil box and crop shear to improve 

yield performance and productivity.

Electric arc furnace
The majority of the £1.25bn investment will be spent on a large 
electric arc furnace (EAF) capable of making 3.2 million tonnes 

of steel – similar to today’s output from Port Talbot. 
An EAF melts scrap steel using a powerful electric arc generated 

between electrodes and the raw materials.

Steel plant
There will be investment in two new ladle 

metallurgy furnaces. These allow extended 
treatment times in secondary metallurgy to enable 

more complex steel grades to be produced.
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